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Former Military Rulers Convicted
Ffom Wife and Staff Repofts

including many innocent of any subversion, were killed or disappeared
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina- in the anti-subversion purge.
A civilian court on Monday conAbout 830 witnesses testified in
victed five former military rulers of the trial of the ex-junta members as
human rights violations in the kid- the court received evidence from
nappings, torture and disappear- April qntil mid-August
ances of thousands of suspected lefOne ofthe 830 witnesses was U nitists in the late 1970s.
versity of New Mexico President
Four other generals and admirals Tom Parer who te:1tified in early Auwho had served on successive milit- gust at the request of the Argentine
ary juntas that ruled Argentina for government.
nearly eight years were acquitted by
Farcr served as a member and
the six-judge court.
eventually presided over the InterThe court ordered the maximum American Commission on Human
sentence of life in prison for two of Rights of the Organization of Amerthe accused ~ former army com- ican Slates from 1976 to 1982.
mander and ex-President Jorge
Videla and former navy commander
Emilio Massera. Both were convicted on numerous counts of murder, kidnapping, torture and robbery.
Others found guilty were Roberto
Viola, who also was an army comSANTA FE (AP) - About 250
mander who had served as president,
sentenced to 17 years; ex-navy lead- state employees told Santa Fe's leger Armando Lambruschini, sent- islative delegation on Monday that
enced to 8 years; and former air force the quality pf state services will suffer .if the Legislature does not come
chief Orlando Agosti, 4\4 years.
Acquitted were ex-President through with substantial raises next
Lcopoldo Galtieri, the anny general year.
The lawmakers who called the
who surrendered power to an elected
civilian government two years ago; public forum heard more than a
former navy commander Jorge dozen stories about the low pay, low
Anaya; and two. ex-air force chiefs, morale and the high cost of living,
Omar Graffigna and Basilio Lami problems that are reportedly forcing
good workers to flee state employDozo.
ment.
The
convicted·
defendants,
as
the
Kathy Gonzalez
The four democrats at the
heads of the three armed services in
ASUNM work-study secretary Deborah Travis displays the the juntas that ruled after the 1976 forum- Reps. Max Coli, Ben Lubudget request forms needed by all organizations requesting coup, conducted a brutal campaign, jan, Leo Catanach and Sen. Roman
funds from ASUNM for fiscal year 1986-87. The forms, avail· known as the "dirty war'' against Maes - expressed their support for
pay raises when the issue comes beable at ASUNM offices, must bR submitted by Jan. 31, 1986. left-wing terrorists.
They were charged with murder, fore the Legislature ne)(t month, but
torture and kidnapping by the elected warned that the slim conservative
government of President Raul majority has cutbacks in mind.
"Services are already inadequAlfonsin three days after he took
office Dec. 10, 1983, ending the ate," said Lujan, the House majority
whip, "and if you cui people back,
military dictatorship.
Their trial was the first time milit- it's going to be worse."
Colt said the three years the
ary officers have been judged by a
By Robert Fine
have of them.
Legislature has failed to provide
civilian court in Argentina.
"What is most important is to proA commission created by Alfon- money for productivity raises "is too
In today' s world, women en- ject a professional image,'' she said. sin reported at least 9;000 people, long."
gineers are younger, make more "And what that means is to wear
money, arc in greater demand and suits and conform to the existing syshave a better chance of advancing to tem. It's not worth getting uptight
management positions than they did over little things. The things worth
10 years ago, says Diane Herr, a fighting for are your ideas and getsupervisor for Bell Labs in Chicago, ting a meaningful job assignment so
Ill.
that you can be promoted."
"In 1974, a woman engineeer was
Herr said when the time comes for
averaging $15,000 per year," said promotion, Women are judged more
Herr, who spoke Thursday night at critically than men, and the compcti·
the Student Union Building. "To- tion among women is keen.
day, the average salary is $29,000.
"Because there are fewer women
In the past IOyears, there has been a engineers than men, the choices
15 percent increase of women enter- management has for advancing us
ing the job market who are between are fewer,'' she said. ''Women are
22 and 30 years old."
looked upon. as a minority and we
She said women engineers con- have to work harder for what we
centrate more on their jobs today, geL"
and they are Jess likely to marry early
Herr said wonten engineers can
in their careers.
use minority status to their. advan"Thirty-eight percent ·Of women tage because they are more likely io
engineers are single and the divorce be noticed and can become role modrate has gone up the past I0 years," els for others.
Herr said.
She said certain risks also have to
She said women have an easier be dealt with on the job.
time working in laboratories than in
"You n1ay achieve goals faster
factories.
than you think and must constantly
In factories. Herr said men look to re-evaluate where you are.'' she said.
see if wome.n can perform male "Another risk is trying to be super•
tasks. She said men test womens' woman. It is important to .balance
)1ractical abilities and they (eel more yout personal life. with your job life
manly when they find things women and not want everythirtg at once."
cannot do.
Herr said another risk is that
"Men have more respect for a: women who become independent
woman's intelligence in research lose their femininity.
laboratories than in factories," she
"You may have to swear, show
said. "In factories, men stare at us anger. and learn to laugh at male
more and crack jokes. I won't ever jokes," she said. ''And to blend in
wear a skirt in a factory."
with the male majority, women may
Herr said women engineers have to wear suits and have short Finals begin In four davs and many students are hitting the
should be assertive on the job and
dread«< evant;
continued on page 3
clarify the expectations their bosses

In 1979, the Commission conducted investigations of human
rights violations in Argentina and
concluded one year later in a pub.
Iished report that junta members•
knew systematic tortures and murders were being carried out,
Most survivors or relatives of the
victims told of midnight arrests, torture in clandestine detention centers
run by the military, summary exccu.
tion and secret burial of leftists.
The defendants maintained harsh
tactics were necessary in the war
against terrorism, and said any torcontinued on page 3

Pay Raises Important To
Quality of State Services

Women Engineers Faring
Better Than 10 Years Ago

"l'd like to see a good salary increase for state employees. I think
it's important," said Colt. The Santa
Fe delegation represents most of the
state's 15,000-member workforce.
Several state employees spoke
during the two-hour forum in the
Health and Environment Department's Runnels Building, most describing their jobs and their wages.
''I haven't had an amenable pay
raise since l started work here three
years ago," said Donna Blea, a clerk
with HED's Vital Statistics Bureau.
Blea said her job, updating and
maintaining the records on some
5,000 New Mexicans each year,
leaves her with a take-home wage of
$500.
Kathy Martinez, a health. services
clerk who checks the validity of
claims made to the Women, Infants
and Children nutrition program, said
she took her state job to get off welfare,
''1 don't want to go back on welfare to make ends meet;" said Martinez, who put her take-home wages

continued on page 3

kathy Gonzilez

boolcs in preparation for the

i
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Revenue Shortfall Can Be Covered
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Film

counter what Yelena Bonner might
have said about his condition. We
hope we will be able to learn more
about the actual situation after talking to him on the phone, but I'm
getting sick and tired of these KGB
home movies."
The film broadcast on West German television showed Sakharov
wearing heavy black-rimmed eyeglasses and walking very slowly with
his head slightly stooped. At one
point during a talk with a hospital
director, Sakharov was shown smiling, but usually he appeared tired
and pensive.
Sakharov and his wife. were
shown walking outdoors with snow
in the background. Some words in
Russian could be heard, but their
voices usually were drowned out by
that of the West Gennan commentator.
ZDF said that during a scene
shown in a hospital director's office,
Sakharov spoke of what "he considered the dangers of a space-based
defense system against nuclear missiles. Sakharov is a nuclear physicist
who became a human rights activist.
The Soviet Union opposes Presi·
dent Reagan's research project for a
space-based system, which .is for-

Pope Accepts All Of Bishops' Findings
VATICAN CITY -Pope John Paul !I accepted with
"joy and gratitude" all the findings of the extraordinary
synod of bishops that reviewed the effects of the Second
Vatican Council, a senior Vatican official said today.
The findings and suggestions were contained in a
14-page report approved by the bishops at the end of the
two-week assembly. The report was officially made
public today.
"The Holy Father accepted the whole thing with joy
and gratitude/' Archbishop Jan Schotte, secretarygeneral of the synod, told a news conference.
The document makes recommendations in several
major areas. It suggests the promotion of"decper knowledge and reception" of the council and drafting of a
universal catechism on Catholic doctrine and inorals.
lt calls for tighter religious discipline; better defini·
tion of the role of national bishops' conferences; ap·
plication of the new canon .law; further efforts to promote Christian unity and dialogue with other religions;
and greater church commitment to the poor and
oppressed.
Vatican Il, which closed 20 years ago, recast the
church's image from unchangeable monolith to an institution ready to modernize.
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UNITED NATlONS- The United Nations closed ranks Monday on
one of its most divisive issues and
unanimously adopted a landmark resolution condemning all acts of terrorism as criminal. ·
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ln his address to the final working session Saturday,
John Paul mentioned three ''valuable" suggestions the
bishops made - a universal catechism, further studies
on the nature of bishops conferences and the publication
of the canon law for the Eastern rite churches.
Schotte' s statement came in response to a question
whether John Paul's specific reference meant he had
reservations over the other suggestions.
The .Belgia_n·born p(el;~te said the suggestions were
addressed not only to the pope but also to the entire
church. Previous synods sent their findings only to the
pope.
John Paul agreed to publish documents approved by
the prelates without any change, in what was seen as a
victory for the bishops in their attempt to assert themselves in the running of the church.
The report is a careful consensus among the bishops,
who fended off challenges from both the right and the
left and fashioned a compromise course of action for the
church's 840 million followers.
On social justice and "human promotion," it condemns abortion and says the church "must prophetically
denounce every form of poverty and oppression . . . ''

U.N. Closes Ranks Against Terrorism
the consensus at today's plenary
meeting.
Israel, which had abstained in
committee along with Burkina Faso,
also supported the resolution,
although Israeli Ambassador Benjamin Netanyahu expressed doubts
that states like Libya, Syria, South
Yemen and Iran would Jive up to the
resolution.

The resolution was a clear com·
promise to overcome more than a
decade of East-West and North·
South wrangling over the definition
of terrorism.

Cuba, the sole dissenter when the
U.S. Ambassador Vernon Wal- Assembly's legal committee
ters hailed the action, taken without adopted the resolution 118·1 on Fria formal vote in the !59-member day, shifted its position and joined
General Assembly, as "a symbol of
·, new times.''

Man Holds Hostages At School,
Demands Reagan's Resignation

on all other Regular Priced Computers
6315 Lomas NE 265·0827 (Lomas at San Pedro)
2264 Wyoming NE 292·7290 (Wyoming Mall)
Coronado Center 883·8792 (Upper Level)
2108 San Mateo NE 265-9587 (San Mateo at 1·40)

"Every country has feli this .in its
flesh," Walters told reporters, referring to the recent resurgence of poliPHILADELPHIA - A gunman walked into a parochial high school
tically motivated hijackings, kidnappings, killings and terrorist bomb- Monday and seized five hostages, demanding that President Reagan resign
and surrender leadership of the country to him, police said.
ings.
A priest, a staff member and three students at'Arehoishop Ryan High
School for Boys were held in a room near the principal's office by a man who
pulled a handgun about .12:55 p.m., police said .. There were rto reports of any
gunshots or injuries.
The two adults and one student were released unharmed shortly after 7
p.m., a school official said.
Police identified .the gunman as Steve Gold, in his 20s.
About four hours after the incident began, Gold delivered a typewritten
Statement demanding that Reagan surrender leadership of the country to him,
said Capt, John McLees, a police spokesman.
"If you refuse, the forces of evil will bring about the death of this nation.
They will shut down your nuclear reactor, leaving you defenseless. They will
cause earthquakes that will level all your cities," the statement said.
"They will make all Amcricanwomen infertile until this country's population is reduced to zero. They will kill your children and politicians one by
one," the gunman wrote. ''l am not doing this against my country, but rather
to save my country from total devastation and destruction."
Gold also demanded to speak over a public address system and talked
calmly about the state of the country, police and school officials said.
Hundreds of people gathered outside the l ,600-studcnt parochial school in
northeast Philadelphia after pupils thcte and at an affiliated girls' school were
dismissed early.
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lion an increase of only $23 million
or 1.8 percent over the previous fis·
cal year.
"We expect revenues directly related to income and employment
growth - gross receipts and per·
sonal income taxes - to increase
$36 million or 7 percent," Lopez
said Monday.
Interest earned from the investment of the state's two permanent
funds is expected to increase by about $20.7 million or 8 percent, he
said.
But he said these gains "will be
offset by decreases from energyrelated revenues - severance
taxes, federal mineral leasing and
Land Office revenues."
"We. expect ~creases of $18.3
million or 5.7 percent from these revenue sources," Lopez said.
The latest estimate. is that total
general fund income, including recurring and non-recurring receipts,
will be about $1.3 billion and total
expenditures will be about $1.4 billion.
Lopez also told the LFC Monday
that recurring general fund income
for the ensuing 1986-87 fiscal year
and abuses of power.
now is projected at about $1.35 bitHours before the verdicts were lion, an increase of$32.9 million or
announced,Alfonsinliftedastateof only 2.5 percent over the 1985-86
siege declared six weeks ago to fiscal year.
coUnter an alleged plot to undennine _ "Even more than during the curthe government by 12 right-wing ex- rent fiscal yeaar, lower energy.
tremists - six army officers and six related revenues will offset growth
civilians - with tics to the fonner of income and employment sensitive
Joe .MitchDII
revenues," Lopez said.
juntas.
Zoe Latimer asks Santa for a new car during the festivities of
"The reasons for implementing
He added .it is projected that scver- the Hanging of the Greens.
thestate of siege have disappeared," ance tax and federal mineral leasing
Interior Minister Antonio Troccoli
said.
continued on page 6

SANTA FE (AP)- State Fi- from· the state operating reserve to
nance Secretary Dan Lopez said cover a portion of the shortfall.
• Re;1lization of $5 million from
Monday the revenue shortfall for the
current fiscal year now is calculated forced savings by executive agencies
at $71 million, which can be covered and consolidating or abolishing
some boards and commissions,
without a tax increase,
• Use of $5 million in surplus
Lopez's latest report to the Leg·
islative Finance Committee repre- state insurance funds.
• Requidng quarterly reporting
sented a fiile tuning of a revenue
report presented in October, when it and advance payment of estimated
appearedthe shortfall would amo!lnt corporate income taKes, which
would enhance revenues on a one.
to about $60 million.
Lopez told the committee mem- time basis by $17 million before the
end of the current fiscal year.
bers Monday that the shortfall • Accelerating the reporting of
the gap between general fund income and expenditures during the severance taxes, which also would
1985-86 fiscal year - can be closed enhance revenues on a one-time
by the implement&tion of several basis by $9 million this year..
The administration plan would
programs.
Gov. Toney Anaya's plan for leave a zero cash balance in the
making income match expenditures, general fund at the end of the fiscal
as presented Monday by Lopez, in· year on June 30 and reduce the operating reserve from $82.4 million to
eludes:
• Use of $21.9 million in un- $69.3 million.
Lopez's latest report projects that
appropriated surplus carried over
recurring income for the entire 1985from the 1984-85 fiscal year.
• Transfer of $13.1 mi.llion 86 fiscal year will be about $1.3 bit·

mally named the Strategic Defense
Initiative and commonly called Star
Wars.
Sakharov was exiled to Gorky .five
years ago and Mrs. Bonner, 62, was
confined to the city early last year.
He has been reported to be ill, suffering !'rom the effects of a hunger
strike he undertook to pressure
Soviet audmrities to give his wife an
exit visa so she could seek treatment
in the West for eye and heart condi·
tions.
The paper has had several exclusive stories about Sakharov and ack·
nowledged that some of the material,
inclyding photographs, came from
Victor Louis, a Soviet journalist who
has close relations with the Kremlin.

~----------------------------------------------·
Daily Lobo Display Advertising
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To West German Newspaper

FRANKFURT, West Germany
- West Gem1an television showed
film Monday of Soviet dissident
Andrei Sakharov trudging along a
street in the closed city of Gorky,
carrying two heavy suitcases to a
railroad station.
The Hamourg newspaper Bild,
which provided the film, said it
"obviously" was shot with a hidden
camera and was part of a Kremlin
campaign to rebut reports that the
Sakharov, 64, has been in poor
health.
ZDF television broadcast briefed
excerpts from the film of the 1975
Nobel Peace Prize winner.
Bild said the sequence with the
suitcases was taken by a hidden
camera Nov. 26 as Sakharov's wife,
Yelena Bonner, was boarding a train
that would take her from Gorky to
Moscow to begin a trip abroad for
medical treatment. Spokesmen for
the newspaper would not reveal the
source of the 23-minutc film beyond
saying it was "leaked" to Bild in
Moscow,
Mrs. Bonner now is in the Unit.ed
States. Her son-in-law, Efram Yankelevich, said of the Soviet authorities
Monday in Newton, Mass.: "The
reason they released (the film) was to
show us that Sakharov is fine and to
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Military Rulers--continued from page 1
ture and other abuses were the pro·
duct of occasional "excesses" in a
campaign that they said saved the
country from a Marxist takeover.
Prosecutors said the violations
were too systematic to be excused as
just excesses. They acknowledged
that the defendants had not directly
participated in the abductions, torture and killings, but asked for severe sentences to avert future coups

Pay Raises----------r1.

I:

i

continued from page 1
at Jess than $300 every two weeks.
Phil Binaco, a social worker for
the Public Defender Depl!rtment,
said he makes $7 an hour working
for the state and the only way he can
survive is by doing the same work on
the side for $50 an hour.
"Every time I can keep somebody
out of prison, I save the state
$25,000 a year," said Binaco. "But I
make $14,000 a year and took h6mc
$10,000 last year.
"Every time I get a check it's a
disgrace," he said. "It's a joke.''
Correctional Officer James Hcin
said poor pay and morale were contributing factors irt the 1980 prison
riot, which were quickly corrected
with large pay raises authorized by
the Legislature.
But since then, pay scales have
fallen hundreds of dollars in relalion
to wages paid by state and local
police departments and morale is be·
ginning to slip again.
"I hope we don't have to have
another riot to get a pay increase/'
Hein said.
Correctional Officcer Claudia
Sites said because the Legislature
has not provided money for performance step increases, rookie guards
are hired at the same wage she makes
after three years of experience.
Tom VanValkenburgh, director
of the New Mexico State Police
crime laboratory, said he has lost
experienced employees to the federal laboratories and pdvate finns.

Such losses can hurt the state
financially, he said, because lawyers
in criminal trials who have grown
used to the test results provided by an
experienced technician are more
likely to challenge the conclusions of
inexperienced technicians.
AI!hough the Legis.lature has
approved some one-time cost-of·
living wage increases and temporari·
ly increased the state's contribution
to the employee's health insurance
and retirement plans, it has not
funded full one-step increases on the
salary schedule for all workers the
past three years.

The State Personnel .Board has
approved a salary package that
would give workers a one-time costof-Jiving raise and would make them
eligible for productivity raises ranging from 2.8 percent to 7.3 percent,
depending on the individual's evaluation.
But leaders of state employee un·
ions, including the Communications
Workers of America and the American Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees (AFSCME),
say the variable productivity raises
wpuld open the door to po.litical patronage and favoritism and damage
mor:Jle even further.
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continued from page 1
student at UNM, said Herr's lecture
hair. I've given up a lot, but it's been had valuable insight.
worth it."
"I don't think she is a feminist,"
Herr said women who arc sexually Higginbotham said. "I thought she
.harassed on the job should confront explained very well the problems
the person and document it.
women have in the engineering field
and how to portray yoursc.lf as a pro" Don't let it go, but handle the fcssional.''
situation in a delicate manner/' she
The lecture was sponsored by the
said. "Jt is important notto be intimi- Society for Women Engineers at
dated and report it if necessary.''
UNM.
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Policies Pose Problems
is told "Go away?" And whose
fault will it be then?
I had seen those "Question AuI think such callousness is
thority" bumper stickers for shocking in the mental health
years. But it wasn't until recently profession. But, putting the rules
that I realized that those words <!head of the individual is shockare relevant to us and our Uni· ing in any case.
versity. I had an experience then
After this experience I began to
that revealed to me how
bureaucratized our UniversitY recall other occasions where Unihas become, and how this serves versity employees had been rllde
to dehumanize a human institu- because they were following
some body's "rules," at .Zimmertion.
First, the facts; Iam no longer a man Library, Instructional Media
student. I spent the past three Services and the Bookstore.
I think it's time we asked: Who
years in the English department,
as a teaching assistant and grad is serving whom here? I hope we
student. I think those years of de- have not gone so far toward
votion (and loW pay) qualify me accepting this situation that anyto comment on UNM, and to call one woul.d answer that the people should serve the institution,
it, still, my school.
On a Friday I went to the MenI know what those bumper
tal Health Center fin the Student stickers are about nowl Let's all
Health Center) to try to see a question authority, and let's start
counsellor I had seen there by questioning the abuses of
several years ago. He had dealt, power that are taking place right
helpfully, with my problems here, at our University!
then, and I wanted to consult the
man who knew my case, had my
Siiren Johnson
files, and whom I trust. I figured
that, being a student no longer, I
couldn't visit regularly, but I
thought he could give me some
brief advice, and locate for rne a
sympathetic and affordable Editor:
worker somewhere else.
When I began school here at
The receptionist was suitably
receptive; and the counsellor UNM in August of 1985, I was a
gave me an appointment. And I, naive graduate student from Mishaving come to believe that hon- souri. I didn't know a thing about
esty, like virtue, is its own re- this University nor its parking
ward, told the truth, that I was no policies. It didn't bother meat the
longer a student but wanted to time that 388 spaces of "G" parksee my former counsellor. Unfor- ing were eliminated for greater
tunately, a supervisor overheard rewards, i.e., a new multi-level
this and came out to say, coldly, parking structure.
that I wou.ld have to go elsewhere. "Where?" l asked. "I'm
I felt lucky tci have gotten a "G"
sure there's a clinic in the com- sticker so late- a couple of days
munity where you live," she told before the semester began. I
me. "But I just want some could have been issued a ''D"
advice." "I'm sorry, we can't help permit and run the risk of having
you."
my car vandalized (like two other
The secretary nodded apo- residents) or, even worse, having
logetically, and I was sent away it stolen !like the owner of a Mus(with no advice, no suggestions tang}. No, at the time I was con·
where to turn, no support).
tent with the parking situation for
Now, I did not that day intend the dorm students. The Universito kill myself. Nor do I today. I'm ty "showed me" that there was
not really that messed up. But available space for all. And there
you can't judge a person's men- was- just enough so that park·
tal balance from his clothes, or ing was full at night. I learned to
beard, or any superficial ele- adapt like everyone else.
ments. What will happen when a
Well, the University has asked
person comes in who really Is on
the edge? What happens when us to adapt once again. Due to
the desperate, hopeless person the construction being done in
front of the sociology building
and Anderson School, Redondo
Drive has been blocked off between Hokona Hall and Santa
Clara Hall. That eliminated handicapped parking for Hokona Hall,
"F" parking for the College of
Editor:

by Berke Breathed
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WASHINGTON (AP) - Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. predicted
Monday that tax overhaul legislation
·would survive in the House, and
President Reagan sought to make
sure by warning legislators that failure to pass a bill now would mean
"tax reform might be 'dead' for
several years."
While Reagan turned his attention
to keeping his tax initiative alive,
Congress began trying to whittle a
stack of important fiscal legislation
requiring action before members of
the House and Senate can go home
for the. year.
White House officials were raising questions about one of those
bills ~ a plan aimed at forcing a
balanced federal budget by fiscal
1991.
Despite a tentative agreement
among congressional negotiators
last week on the balanced-budget
plan, White House officials still
were raising concerns about how
·automatic spending cuts that could
be triggered under the plan would
affect Pentagon spending.
"I don't think we could talk Veto or
no-veto until we see the final package and get a feel of how close it is to
what we need to operate," said
Joe Mitchell
White House spokesman Larry
Ann Woodbury, a UNM sophomore, helps in lighting the lumi- Speakes. He added the problems
were "a little more than fine-tuning."
narias during the Hanging ol the Greens Friday night.
Congressional negotiators had

hoped io wrap up the final details of
the plan to blllance the federal budget
by 1991 as early as Monday. But the
White House concerns could delay
that.
On tax overhaul., the preoident
sent House members a letter saying a
vote against the measure "would
doom our efforts to achieve real tax
refonn for the American people."
House Republican leaders have
sai!l they cannot go along with a tax
bill dr11fted by the Democratic-led
Ways and Means Committee. A
GOP alternative has virtually no
chance of passage in the House,
where consideration of the tax issue
is expected Wednesday.
Some Republicans have recOinmended killing both bills and starting over next year.
But Reagan said either measure
WO\IId provide "substantial improvement over present law and represent
a significant and essenti!ll first step
toward real tax reform."
Legislation also was pending to
raise the government's borrowing
authority - the national debt
limit -to more than $2 trillion,
Treasury Department officials say
the government will be in default if
this is not passed by Thursday,
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Education and Anderson breathe in deep and make room.
Schools, and "G" parking for the We were going on a parking
residence halls ..About 50 spaces space "diet!"
were eliminated along Redondo
Drive. They moved handicapped
Since returning from Thankparking over to the "F" lot and sgiving, the administrators must
allowed all the others to fend for have thought we stuffed
themselves.
ourselves with too much turkey.
They have intensified .our "diet"
So, those with "F" stickers are and have wiped out 20 more
now fighting for the spaces in the spaces behind Hokona in the
"F" lot and those with "G" per· name of fire safety (even thoUgh
mits have joined the rest of us in Redondo is an established fire
"G" parking behind the dorms lane). Now they have us on a
along Las Lomas Street. We are "seafo'od diet;" they have us
flexible folks. We learned to packed in like sardines!

-

It has been rumored that over
the holidays they are going to
change the remaining "G"
spaces along Redondo into "F"
parking to accommodate the
faculty and staff. What a lovely
surprise Christmas present for us
on-campus residents! Thanks,
Santa, I love finding poor com•
mittee planning and lack of communication in my stocking] I
can't wait to see what the Easter
Bunny brings in the Spring!
Frances L Whelan
Speech Communication Student

Quality University.Requires Cooperation

By John Hooker, President
Graduate Student Association
UNM is losing its identity as a
university. Instead, we are in
danger of becoming an amalgamation of disparate specialists. At last, certain legislators
have succeeded in convincing us
that it is better for us to fight
among ourselves over scraps of
funding and distinction rather
than to support each other in our
pursuits and the defense of the
University against its critics.
Graduate students and their
faculty can hasten the destruction of the University by the exercise of our unbridled selfinterests, or we can war~
together for the success of the
University community.
The recent debate in letters to
the editor and within the GSA regarding research funding is the
latest case in point. The debate
revealed hidden prejudices
among graduate students and
faculty regarding their colleagues across the campus, and
instead Of debating the issue,
many Writers chose to vilify their
opponents. Communication has
almost disappeared between the
"researchers" and the "professionals," allowing each camp to
view the other with contempt
and suspicion.
Years of neglect .of the University by the state leading to low
morale and the loss .of good people is only part of the problem.
Internally, the regents and past
presidents have emphasized
undergraduate programs and
services over graduate programs
and research. Over the years, the
"graduate school" has been

eviscerated by the lack of leadership at several levels and the
consequent proliferation of
graduate factions and special interests. Ultimately, we may yet
see the creation of the New Mex-

:!:i

programs which are in the ascendancy and those which are declining. The faculty and the administration must make hard deci·
sions about budgets and organization, and with their brilliant
egos can tear the University
apart, graduate students in tow,
or they can make rational, defensible choices. As we are
alleged to be thoughtful and
open-minded people, we can encourage each other with constructive criticism and patience.
Or we can sneer at each other

ico School of Law of the New
Mexico Graduate Institute of the
Sciences out of the what is left of
UNM- Then we will truly become
that "multiversity" people have
been talking about, and we won't
even need Tech or NMSU to help.
The GSA has always been torn
by the inertia of graduate students' individual disciplines, de•
spite the hopes of its founders
that graduate students do, indeed, have many interests in
common- that we could
achieve a great deal for a/1 graduate students through a central
graduate student association. As
the University and students are
forced to rely more and more
upon their own resources, our internal tensions can only increase -threatening both the
integrity of the faculty and
groups like the GSA~ unless we
can find common cause to unite
us, or a leader We can all follow.
Certainly there are wea~ departments and there are strong
ones. At any given time, there are

across holding
our departmental
barracades
each other up
for
public ridicule and contempt.
The GSA meeting Saturday
was encouraging. Despite a certain amountofemotionaldebate,
and intermittent hissing and applause from the audience, tempers were not lost, and a collective decision was made. The GSA
will continue to provide funds for
student research, but we also
created an ad hoc committee to
reform the system. Now, graduate students from both the "research" side and the "prates•
sional"side must pull together to
make the program work. Our decision shows that we can continue to work together, but our
problems are not over.
For the success and the future
of the GSA and graduate students, we must help each other.
In the coming months through
the legislative session and afterward, the GSA wll need the support of alumni, faculty, and the
administration. No one has yet
suggested that the GSA should
throw away its motto of "Shar·
ing, Caring, and Getting Involved."
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Regents to Meet
The UNM Regents will meet today at 2 p.m. in theGovernor'sConfetcnce Room at the Capitol Building in Santa Fe. The abbreviated
agenda for this regular meeting includes a review of the operating
agreement for the Los Alamos
Branch College; remodeling of
Johnson Gymnasium; 1985-86
budget revisions, and numerous
faculty contracts, leaves, resignations and retirements.

foot tent which is a Xerox collage of ·vate schools and four higher educanarrative themes in Judaic, Islamic tion/institutional members. The
and Christian cultures. It is currently council is headquartered at Onate
installed at the Fine Arts Museum in Hall.
Santa Fe.

****

Host Families Sought
Host families are being sought for
25 high school students from
Trauma Workshops
Stab wounds, snake bites, frost- Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Finbite, electrical injuries and other land, Holland, Belgium, Austria,
forms of trauma will be the subject of Switzerland, Germany, France, Itadiscussions and workshops during ly, Brazil, Ecuador, Australia and
Trauma Update '85 Friday and Japan for the 1986-87 school year.
Saturday at the Albuquerque Con- Families interested should call I****
vention Center. For further infonna- 800-SIBLING.
Otero E11hibit
tion contact the UNM School of
Photographs, personal items, let- Medicine office of continuing
** * *
ters and papers of Miguel Antonio medical education, 277-3942.
Otero II (1849-1944), territorial
Honeywell Competition
governor of New Mexico from I897
Imaginative college students with
****
to 1906, will be on exhibit through
a desire to stretch the bounds of tech·
Friday in the special collections denology have only until Dec. 31 to
Faculty Awards
partment of the UNM General LibThree faculty members have been enter Honeywell's fourth annual
rary. The special collections depart- named as the 1985-86 recipients of Futurist Awards Competition - a
ment is located in the southwest UNM's ''Outstanding Teacher of the contest that will earn one student
wing of Zimmerman Library,
Year" awards. They arc Dr. Vonda $10,000. For more information call
0. Long of the counselor education 1-300-328·51 11, ext, 1523.
department; Dr. Rafael M. Diaz,
****
psychology department, and Dr.
Physics, Astronomy Guest
Ferenc M. Szasz, history departDr. John C. Brandt, chief of ment.
Book Signing
laboratory for astronomy and solar
Dorothy L Cline, professor emerphysics at NASA-Goddard Space
itus of government and well known
****
Flight Center, will visit the Departin New Mexico political circles, is
ment of Physics and Astronomy FriHarris to Innsbruck
the author of a new book, New Mexday. He will present two talks. He
Political science Professor Fred ico's 1910 Constitution: A 19th
will give a colloquium titled "First R. Harris has accepted an appoint- Century Product. She will be on
Results from ICE Mission" at 4 p. m~ ment to teach next summer in ln- hand at a book signing Friday from
in Room l 84 in the physics and nsbruck, Austria, as a visiting dis- noon to 4 p.m. at Hodgin Hall.
astronomy department building, 800 tinguished professor of political sciYale N.E. Some level of college- ence. He will teach in the Interna****
level physics is required. A talk to be tional Summer Program Of the UniFrench Concours
given forthc general pUblic at 8 p.m. versity of New Orleans.
in Woodward Hall is titled, "ExThe Alliance Francaise d'Albuploration of Comets Halley and
querque is organizing the Col!cours
* **
Giacobini-Zinner."
Natiollal de Frattcais 1986. The
concours is open to UniverSity stuQuality Edutalion Awards
dents studying French at the 301
Outstanding
public
and
private
*
school programs have received first level or above, who arc less than 25
Afternoon With an Author
place awards in the third annual years of age and who haven't lived in
Ori Friday from 4 to 7 p.m., the quality Education Award Program France or in a francophone country
UNM Press and the Living Batch sponsored by the New Mexico Re· for more than three months.
Bookstore will present an afternoon search and Study Council. The
First prize is a round trip ticket to
with Vera John-Steiner, author of schools arc: Pecos Elementary Paris, a one-month scholarship at the
Notebooks of the Mind, at Living School for its early childhood educa- Aliiance Francaise in Paris and lodgBatch. She will give an informal talk tion program; Penasco Independent ing for one month. Second prize is a
at 4 p.tn. Lee Connor, choreo- School District for its bilingual round-trip ticket to Paris and a onegrapher; Reuben Hersch, autltor of education program; Santa Fe Public month scholarship at the Alliance
the Mathematical E11perience; Schools for the academic guidance Francaise in Paris.
Air France, Federatio.n of
Michele Zackheim, creator of Tent program at Alameda Junior High
!If Meeting; and John Menken, edi- School; Deming Public Schools for a Alliances Francaises (U ,S.A.), Inc.,
tor of The Tent of Meeting literary magazine published by a De· Continental Book Company, HaUerTexts- participants in Notebooks ming High School creative writing Didier USA, Larousse, Le Credit
of the Mind - will take part in this clt.ss; and Cloudcroft Municipal Agricole and L' Alliance Francaise
event. Dance choreographed and Schools for the computer education of Paris are donating the prizes, For
performed by Connor will be shown program. at Cloudcroft Elementary more infonnation call Suzanne Han·
on video throughout the afternoon, School. The New Mexico Research son in the UNM modem and classic"
and a video will be shown of the and Study Council is a Coalition of al languages department before the
TentottheMeetb'lg, a I ,OOOsquare 46 public school districts, nine pri· end of ihc semester..

****

****

*
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Classified Ads
Get Results

NEED AJOB?
l-~ Pcsada Dining HaU is looking fcr a
few gocd students to work during meal
service hours for the Spring Semester.
Applications are available at La Posada's Kltchen Office.

. - « /··~
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300 Yale SE
268-5697

WO.RLD CHAMPIOI'I
BICYCLES
CHIUSTMAS GIFf
SUOOESTIOI'IS
Long Sleeve Jer11ey5, , , , • , • , • ~%

orr

atcycle Books ........ $7.95l!> $12.95
51cycle Gloves , , , , , , $15.95 to $25.00

Leather Handlebaf Wrap •• , , ••• $14.95
Repair Tools , • , , , , , , • $2,50 to $28.50
Citadel V Locks , ... , $18.50 to $28.50
Solaf Cycle C<lmpute"' ........ $57,50
Halogen. Oenemtof Sels , .• , , .• $27.50
Catnpagnolo C<lmponenls • , • $8,95 up
Handlebaf Bags •• , •• $18.50 to $38,50
Cycling Olo...., , , • , , , $15,95 to $25,00
Cleated Cycling Shoes, , , , • , $26,50 u~
Specialized folding TIJ"eS,,, •• , $L'5.il<i
C<lncor Seals In C<llol>l , , • , • , • , $24.00
Training Rolle., •• , ,$89.00 to $319.00

otn Certlncates ror
Parts or Repall>l

·-----------------·
I

I

I FARMER'S MARKET I
II WAREHOUSE STORE I
1
I ..
I
1 Golden Delicious Appleslb. 494 I
1 Red Delicious Apples31bs. 99ft I
I Waterstreet Coffee Beans
I
1
lb. 4.49
301 Stanford Sf. 262·0061
with this coupon only;

1

1 florida Grapefruit •• 3 lbs. 994 1
1 Walnuts •••••••••••••• lb. 594 1

I
These Specials Good Only
1
Tues, Wed, Thurs-Dec l 0, 1 1, 12
I
with this coupon
1
- Stanford Location Only1
open Mon-Sat 9-6:30, Sun t 0-6
I . USDA foodstamps welcome
1 . Order your Christmas fruit baskets now.

I
I
1

I
I
1
I

·-----------------·
ONE

FREE

DRINK
NO PURCHASE
NECESSARY

1 COUPON PER VISIT

Tuesday Nights
• Dart Tournament ($3.00 Entry Fee)
• Star Search (Trip To Las Vegas)

Wednesday Nights
• Pool Tournament ($5.00 8 Ball)
• Ladies' Nite
• Mlchelob Night

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Wednesday - Saturday
Continuous Food Service

The Wine Cellar
Fair Plaza Shopping Center
Lomas &. San Pedro NE 268·6706

.......... .-.... -. .....-...... ,.. ,.. ,.. ,••••••••••••a~
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Controversy Takes Back Seat to Rescue
As American, Soviet Doctors Aid Victim
OSLO, Norway (A.P)- The
American and Soviet co-founders of
a doctors' antiwar organization
chosen for this year's Nobel Peace
Prize defended its politics today at a
news conference halted after a
Soviet journalist had a heart attack.
Cardiologists Bernard Lown of
the United St&tes and Yevgeny Chazov of the Soviet Union threw off
their jar.kets and joined in more than
half an hour of heart massage to save
a man identified by reporters as Lev
Novikov, a foreign correspondent
for Soviet television,
"When there is a crisis, U.S and
Soviet doctors cooperate," Lown
told reporters after Novikov, still unconscious, was rushed to Rikshospitalet. Officials there said he was in
stable condition.
Chazov, a Soviet deputy health
minister, and Lown, with tics to Harvard University, are co-founders and
co-presidents of International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear
War, which won this year's Nobel
Peace Prize.
But Chazov declined to answer
questions about human rights and
charges that he joined in a 1973 poliI
tical attack on Soviet dissident
A UNM student just before finals? Hardly, this pensive face Andrei Sakharov, who won the
belongs to an orangutan at the Rio Grande Zoo, where the Peace Prize in 1975.
Sakharov, considered the father of
only worry at hand is usually determining what strange creature stands on the other side of the bars acting like an idiot.

the Soviet hydrogen bomb, later became a human rights activist and the
government has force(! him to live in
intemal exile in the closed city of
Gorky.
"I did not expect questions addressed to me to start with this topic,"
Chazov said when asked if he regretted signing the I 973 attack on
Sak:harov.
They were invited to Oslo to receive the prize, which is to be
awarded Tuesday, and the news conference was their first joint appearance in Oslo.
Chazov arrived Sunday, and was
greeted by the Norwegian Nobel
Committee's chairman, Egil Aarvik,
secretary Jakob Sverdrup, and
Lown. There were no protesters.
Critics charge that International
Physicians for the Prevention of
Nuclear War favors Soviet policy.
West German Chancellor Helmut
Kohl also criticized Chazov for joining in the government-supported

political attack on Sakharov.
Sverdup said last week that the
five Nobel committee members did
not know about the 1973 incident
when they invited Chazov. He said
the committee still considered the
doctors' organization a worthy prize
winner.
Nobel officials say the ambassadors of the United States, Great Britain and West Germany would not
attend the award ceremony.
"The (group) is an American
idea," Lown said in an attempt to
refute such charges that the doctors'
group favors Soviet policies. "We
persuaded our Soviet colleagues to
come along with us."
Lown and Chazov claimed that
the joint document produced at the
end of the Nov. 19-20 SovietAmerican: summit used the wording
of the group's argument that nuclear
wars cannot be won and must not be
fought.

The Best of
The University
of New Mexico
.

.

CAMPUS LIFE

Revenue-------------continued from page 3
income will decline by $33.5 million
or more than 13 percent during 198687.
.
The latest analysis is that oil prices

in New Mexico during 1986-87 will
average $24.40 a barrel, a decrease
of $2.60 from this year's estimated
average of $27 a barrel. .Production
is projected to drop from 76.5 million barrels this fiscal year to 74.5
million barrels in 1986-87.
'the combinati(}n of lower oil
prices and reduced production will
add to the state's financial problems.
The picture is the same for natural
gas. Lopez said natural gas prices arc
estimated at an average of $2 .40 per
thousand cubic feet in 1986-87,
C!lmpared with the current year's
average price of $2.62. And natural
gas production is projected to decline from 850 billion cubic feet this
fiscal year to 810 billion cubic feet
nel!:t year, he said.
"We have relied on oil- and gasrelated income in the past," Lope:~:
·said, "Butwe.can no longer count on
energy-related income to serve the
educational requirements of a growing. population in a service-oriented
economy.
"At the January session the
Legislature .is sure to consider proposals to broaden the state's tax base
and increase reliance on revenue
sources which are sensitive to income and employment growth,"' he
said.
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Ute action
pass you by.
Catch it
all on
Kodak film.

It's

not too long until you'll be walkmg up to get
your degree. Butthere's something You could get
rtght now that will help you many walk of life. The
Amencan Express' Card.
Because if you're a senior and you've
accepted a $10,000 career-oriented job, you
could get the American Express Card.
Thal'stf. Nostrmgs. Nogtmmicks. (And even if
you don't have a job ttght now. don't worry Tilts
offer Is sUII good for 13 months after you graduate.)
Th.ts 1g a specml offer from Amencan Expre.ss be·
cause. as graduating semor,~. we think you're kmd
ofspecialln fact, we bellt=!ve in your future. And

this ts the best way we know to prove it. .
Of course, the American Express Card will
prove to be a great help to you in your career- for
travel and for entertaming. And, to entertain your·
self. you can use it to buy some new clothes for
work or some new thmgs for home. In addition, the
Card is also a great way to hel)J you begin to establish your cred1t history.
So call J.BOO·THE-CARDand ask to have a Spectal Student Application senile ~a;;
you. Amencan
Orioqk .forExpress
one on ca.Card.
mpu.s. I """''"'""'
..<..·.'"''...,.J ·I·
The
·~~.
Don't leave school without it.'M
'. IJ.' rft"~f~"

'
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KODAK FILM. BECAUSE TIME GOES BY.
Conceptions
Southu.rest
is atcepting.appfications for
business statf positions.
Applications can be dropped off at the Daily Lobo
Business Office. ror more
information call 277-7525
between 3 and 5 p.m.

P~ge
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Hangover Cures Suggested

The Third Ammal Fall T/water
Aft$ Video Festival will feature
videos and films produced and
directed by University of New
Mcxi<oo students.
"The emphasis this time is
heavily on the video since
(Associate Professor of film) Ira
Jaffe is on sabbatical. There are
18 videos and four or five films,"
said Assistant Professor of Thea·
ter Arts· Television Maryjo
Cochran.
"Most are. under five minutes
long. There arc dances, expt:rimental videos, music videos,
a senior piece - a 45 minute
drama. They are made by everyone from our beginning students
to our most advanced students
ready to graduate," she said.
The Festival is being sponsored by the theater arts depart·
mcnt.
''fnjoumalism, the emphasis is
on news. Speech communication
has an educational emphasis. In
theater arts, we're more interested in dance, music videothe creative fine arts," she said.
Featured videos are: Paloma
Picasso Perfilme by John Barry;
Limitations of Life by Helene
Vann and Becky Beall; Faded
Flowers by Scott Lewis; Will She
Ever Win? by Carolyn Barbier;
Wherl)• E/eme/1/al)' School Fifth
Grade Gifted Swdents' Project
by Kyle Tucker; Dona Key and
Co. by Chris Volke; Paranoia by

Stocking Stuffers
& Gifts Under $20
Shoepskin Slippers

Peruvian Gloves

f Jashligt1ts

Babies' Inca Hats
Swiss Army l~nives
Compasses
Carabiners
Pocket Planispheres
leather Wineskin Botas

DuttJnor Books
~iafari

Hats

Games

Bandanas
l :anrlle l anLtm1s
Nvlon Wallets
1'J86 Calendal'l.l
nun Showc~rs
Plaid Wool Scarves

SiBrra Cups
Peppermint Soap
Zipper Thermometers
Fanny Packs
Mini Maglights
XC Ski Wax
Fil'st Aid l~its
Bicycle Racks
Chaps tick

f lac:ky-Sac:k~>

DilVPDCkll
Bril~fcamm

Mini Camero ll'ipods

liun nlass(m
f'odomet.ers
Balaclavan

Whistles

Hammocks
Wilderness Maps

Bnwing l~it:1

Polypropylene
and much, much more

\'
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Glf'f CERTiriCATES
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WILDER:NES~ j
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1

I

2421 San Pedro NE
Across from the
Coronado Mall
884-5113

PERMS
(cut included)

Third Film and Video Festival
Showcases Student Projects

An anti-hangover diet can take the headaches out of holiday celebrations - literally and nutritionnUy.
Students who plan on indulging over the holidays might want to pay
attention to an article in the Deccmbcrissuc.of Harper's Bazaar. Jt advlses to
drink in moderation and to cat both before and after imbibing.
"Take in plenty of water before a party, then rectch for the hors d 'oeuvres
once you arc there to avoid drinking on an empty stomach," ndviscd nutrition
consultant Bonnie Taub-Dix, assistant chief dietitian at Lenox Hill Hospital
in New York City.
Once a hangover strikes, the experts advise drinking plenty of freshsqueezed citrus fnlil juices and lots of water to replenish lost fluids and
combat dehydration, fatigue and weakness.
Bland foods in small, frequent meals will help soothe a nuttery stomach.
As for hangover headaches, the article advised:
"Since alcohol enlarges blood vessels in the brain, coffee and tea may
bring some relief by having the direct opposite effect."
The nausea and lethargy of a hangover can be caused by an upset in the
body's acid-alkaline balance. High-carbohydrate food is a good energy
sm1rcc that helps restore chemical equilibrium.
A restorative morning-after breakfast, according to Carol Ann Pearce in
Hl\rper's Bazaar, could include wbole-gmin cereal, skim milk, juice and
whole wheat toast with margarine or jam.
Exercise helps the hangover v.ictim keep alert because it speeds up the
breakdown of acetaldehydes - cncrvuting by-products of alcohol - by
stimulating circulation and delivering more oxygen to the brain.

Mini-Scrabble~

Daily Lobo, I)eeember lO, 1985
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Real, honest-to-goodness music·
ats are so hard to come by in today's
film world that the an·ival ofA Chorus Line should provide cause for rejoicing. Two and a half cheers,
anyway.
It's easy to see why A Chorus Line
defied the filmmaking efforts of its
creator, Michael Bennett, as well as
Mike Nichols and others. As a stage
piece it consists of a series of monologues and musical turns played
against a bare theater wall. Except
for One and What/ Didfor Love, the
score is undistinguished.
Director Richard Attenborough
was brave enough to retain the basic
clements of the stage musical. He

Albuquerque's Only First Closs
Continuous,

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Night Club
ON THREE STAGES FROM 11 AM

Sheila E.F. Licuwen; The Hun·
ger by Scott Lewis; The Paper
Chase by John Barry; Lobo Fever
by Chris Wamcr and Jason Rail;
The Adventures of Mr. Potato
Head by John Eric Johnson;
Architectonia by Joa Roshkosh;
Two Works in Progress by Jay
Umphres; Visualizations by Belinda Reisfeld; Reflections by

Wade Warren; Play Piece by
James Dietsch; This Empty Room
by Joan Ros~kosh; and The Fine
Line by Eric Omclas.
The videos will be shown
Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the Experimental Theater and will last
approximately two hours.
Admission is free.

.docs~ open up the·d anccrs '·stor·
les With flashbacks; _The only dep~r·
ture from the audtUon comes With
lyrical passages depicting the past
romance of Cassie and Zach. Otherwise, the camera remains on and
arou~d the th~ater stage wher~ 17
gypslesaretrymgoutforchoruSJObs
in a new musical. Only eight will be
cho~en.
F1r~t of all, you mus~ accept the
prem1se that the demomc choreographer Zuch would probe into each
of the dancers' psyches before mak·
ing his decisions. If you can buy
that, you .should be a? I.e to cnjo¥ A
Chon~s Lme as an exc1Ung theatrical
expenence.
Arnold Schulman's screenplay
e.mph~sizes the. Zach-Cassie rclatl?~shlp. She am_ves late for the aud1Uon, and Zaeh IS stunned. She has
been a featured danc~r, too good for
the chorus; she also 1s the lover who
walked out on, him. .
.
. The rom?nt~c tcns1on. helps pro·
VIde a continUity on wh1ch to hang
thc dancers' vignettes, some
t~uching, some t~ite. The screen proV1des close-up VIews as they reveal

·
their early hves.
Do all chorus people have rotten childhoods?
The cast is attractive and immcnsely talented. Charles McGo·
wan dances the hottest number, I
Can Do That, with stunning athletic·
ism. Audrey Landers is gorgeously
sexy in Dance: 10, Looks: 3, and
Gregg Burge is dynamic inSwprise,
Surprise, Also scoring is Vicki
Frederick as the aging chorine who
has seen it all.
Michael Douglas is just right as
Zach- hard even brutal devoted
only to cxce'llence. Aly;on Reed
d~nces magnificenl!Y and convincmgly portrays CaSSie's desperation
and vulnerability.
Attenborough hasn't solved all of
the problems; claustrophobia sometimes creeps into the proceedings.
But he keeps the performances alive
and the camera moving, and he has
brought a stagy musical to glowing
life. Jeffrey Hornaday (Ffashda11ct.')
restaged most of the dances in updated style, but he has wisely retained Michael Bennett's finale,
among the most rousing in musical
history.

Music For the Birds

(includes tax)

Green Chlli Stew - $2..00
Happy Hour 3 to 7 pm
7 days a week
2294 Wyoming NE (Wyoming & Menoul) • 298-1868
OPEN SUNDAYS • Dress Code Enforced

Walgr~ns

265-5109

99¢
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Albuquerque musician Patrick Lysaght recently recorded and released an album with a
little help from about 150 birds in the Rainforest Birdhouse at the Rio Grande Zoo. Some 42
different species of birds contributed. He will appear with Marcia Mikulak (and with birds on
tape) at Bow Wow Records Dec. 14 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $3 at the door.
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Names in the News
Names in the Associated Press
news include:
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. -Ron
Howard, director of "Splash" ;tnd
"Cocoon," has won the Louella 0.
Parsons Award for the entertainer
with the best image in the Hollywood Women's Press Club's 45th
annual Golden Apple Awards.
Elizabeth Taylor, Clint Eastwood, Bill Cosby, Michael J. Fox
and Emma Samms of "Dynasty''
were also winners Sunday, while
SylvesterStallone won !he Sour Ap·
pic award for being "the least newsworthy star and, as we say in our
profession, the one who most believes his own publicity," ciub
spokeswoman Jane Glenn Mullen
said.
NEW YORK- Boris Becker, the
blond Teutonic whiz kid of tennis,
says he gels psyched for matches by
"thinking about Sylvester Stallone,"
but that his hero is Pope John Paul II.
Although he's not a churchgoer,
Becker, 18, said the pope inspires
him.
"I want to sec, I want to touch
him" he said in the January issue or

.
.
Every Tuesday 8 pm C$2.00 Cover)
BIG PRIZES! $275.00 in CASH! Every contestant wins a prize!
Business Lunches Dally
11 am-3pm, Mon.-Fri.
All sandwiches served
with tossed or potato salad
Aslf About Our Doily Spec/ol
All Selections $2.95

Open Tuesday thru Saturday
Call ror Appo1nrmenr

I I 5 Dartmouth SE,
In the All(')' ~hind

Part of the promotional poster for the the Third Annual
Fall Theater Arts Video Festival.
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Chorus Line Adaptation
Successful
't"
"

By
Bob Thomas
Associated
Press Writer

$22.$0

Spin magazine. " ... He seems like
something else, not a normal human
being.''
He said he practices about six
hours a day, but when he needs to
prepare mentally for a match, he
thinks of Stallone's movie characters
Rocky and Rambo, "but more
Rocky, when he's practicing on the
beach."
NEW YORK - High ticket
prices have pushed serious drama off
Broadway, says theatrical producer
Joseph Papp, founder of Public
Theater.

SIUA\"'

~t)UIU~lrii)UW~
lr~u s16!!

"It goes that way because people
who pay a lot of money want to sec a
lot of spectacle. They expect to sec a
lot of scenery, a lot of girls kicking
their legs. They want to sec a Jot of
splendor, and I don't blame them.

EVERY TUESDAY UNTIL NEW YEAR'S EVE! !

$50,000

IN PRIZES!

They're out for a good time," Papp
said in an interview broadcast Sun·
day on the WCBS· TV program
"Newsmakers."

INCLUDES:

25¢ ladies beer. well or wine

He called for a system that would
allow people to sec plays for $5 or
$10 a ticket instead of $35 or $45.

hourly 'iJ.E card drawings
ree champagne at rnidnighh

*

Chinese University Students
Surveyed On Sexual Morals

Get It
In Gear!
Only 2 More
Issues of the NM Daily Lobo
for the Fall semester

Place Your Advertisement

TODAY
>

PEKINd (Al') -Three-quarters have lovers, although SO percent
of university students questioned in a rrgreed that adultery was immoral,
survey said China's traditional sex· the repOrt said.
ual morals arc too strict and suppress
Sixty-two percent felt a woman's
human nature, a weekly journal re- virginity was sacred and should be
ported Monday,
retained until marriage.
The official Ertglish·language
Thesurvey was taken to find out if
Peking Review said that only 25 per- students were being influenced by
cent of students surveyed felt it was Western "sexual liberation," the
immoral for engaged couples to live weekly said.
together.
Details of the number of students
Twenty percent said it was under- surveyed and the niargin of error
standable for some married people to ,":'~17 ~C!t.v.roy!~~d,
~
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Lady Lobos
Fall To OU Oilers' Coach Hugh Campbell Dismissed Monday
Due To Offense's Lack Of Punch In Pathetic Year

continued from page 10
Lobos were outscored by the Sooners 36-10 for l! 52-33 OU advantage
five minutes into the second stanza.
Showing why they're in the Top 20,
(he Sooners dominated the inexperienced Lobos during the run,
thrashing UNM's defense with their
fast-break and devastating offensive
rebounding for an insurmountable
lead.
''It's disappointing to sec us play
at such an intense level and leave one
part out," a downcast Lobo Coach
Doug Hoselton said. "It's like leaving a piece out of the puzzle. Our
whole game wasn't working during
that time,"
But the Lobos did show they could
play, and even momentarily outshine the best in the nation. Down by
20 with 14 minutes left in the c;ontest,thespunkyLobosquadvaliantly repelled the apparent romp,

lly Juy Raborn

The University of New Mexico
women's basketball team learned
Monday night that competing
against the nation's best is a full-time
job.

HOUSTON (AP) - Houston
Oilers Coach Hugh Campbell,
embroiled in a dispute over the
National Football League club's
lack of offensive punch, was fired
Monday and replaced by defensive coordinator Jerry Glanville.
General Manager Ladd Herzeg
said Campbell's dismissal was
effective immediately and Glanville would serve on an interim
basis.
The change came one day after
a 35-14 loss to the New York
Giants that dropped the Oilers to a
5-9 record and assured them of
their fifth straight losing season.
"This action was taken at this
time bec:mse we have lost four of

Unfortunately, thl,l Lobos were
only available for part-time employment at University Arena, falling to
the 15th-ranked Oklahoma Sooners,
73-61. f'laying in spurts, UNM at
times held its own, rightfully meriting its position on the floor with the
Sooners. But in other instances,
especially at the end of the first half
and start of the second stanza, the
Lnbos reverted to their turnover prone, fundamcmally shaky nature.
During that IS-minute period,
which all but decided the contest. the

our last five games," Herzeg said,
"This coupled with immense speculation concerning Hugh's job
status has become a major distraction to our players."
Campbell, in his second season
with the Oilers, came to the
Houston from the Los Angeles
Express of the United States
Football League, Prior to that he
had coached the Edmonton Eskimos in the Canadian Football
League.
At Houston, Campbell had
posted an 8-22 record.
Herzeg, who has feuded with
Campbell since the end of last
season when he criticized the Oilers' offense as unimaginative,

listed the team's offensive failures as a reason for Campbell's
dismissal.
·
"The single most disappointing
aspect of Hugh's tenure was his
erratic offensive scheme," Herzeg said.
Herzeg said the signing of wide
receiv.er Drew Hill, running
backs Butch Woolfolk and Mike
Rozier should have improved the
team's offense.
The Oilers opened the season
with a 26-23 upset of the Miami
Dolphins, but then lost five
straight.
The Oilers finished 3-13 last
year under Campbell. He had

contended that progress was
being made in turning the team
around.
Team spokesman Bob Hyde
oaid Campbell had left his office
and was unavailable for comment.
Glanville, in his second season
as. defensive coordinator, took
over a defensive unit that was
considered to be the team's chief
weakness at the start of the 1985
season.
Using an aggressive, gambling
style, the defense improved
throughout the season and figured
prominently in the team's five
victories.

continued on page 11

Two Heralded Sophomores
Highlight AP Footba-ll Team

LUNADA
TOWN HOMES
New Construction
Near UNM ..•.. Open 1-5

By HerSchel Nissenson
AP Football Writer
Micl)igan State running back
Lorenzo White and Oklahoma ·
linebacker Brian Bosworth, two
of the best sophomores to come
along .in recent years, were
named to the 1985 Associated
Press All-America team Monday.
They were joined on the team
by Hcisman Trophy-winning tailback Bo Jackson of Auburn and
Lombardi Award recipient Tony
Casillas, Oklahoma's brilliant
nose guard.
It was the second appearance
on the first team for Jackson, who
made it in 1983 but missed out a
year ago when he was limited to
six games because of a shoulder
injury, and Casillas, one of six
repeaters from last season.
The other repeaters from 1984
arc Illinois wide receiver David
Williams and UCLA placekicker
John Lee on offense and Oklahoma State tackle Leslie O'Neal,
Iowa linebacker Larry Station
and Arizona State defensi'I'C back
David Fulcher on defense.
In addition, Miami (Fla.) tight
end Willie Smith and West Virginia offensive tackle Brian Jozwiak moved up from the second
team a year ago - as did Bos-

Exciting newtownhomes, Close-in, Secure,Spacious open designs! Bright kitchen w/lovely
cabinets ancJ microwave! 2 bedrooms and
2 baths! Loads ollile! 13 lots available for custom designs,2 specs almost readyloroccupancy!
Priced in low$1 DO's! BeUerHurryl Weston Indian
School past Carlisle, North on Indian Plaza to
Miracerros, follow signs!
For more Information

\
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Joni MacCornack, 292-3050
eve.265-2147.
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worth - while defensive tackle
Tim Green of Syracuse was on
the third team in 1984.
The rest of the All-America
offensive unit consists of wide receiver Tim McGee of Tennessee,
offensive tackle Jim Dombrowski
of Virginia, guards Jeff Brege! of
Southern California and John
Rienstra of Temple, center Pete
Anderson of Georgia and quarterback Chuck Long of Iowa.
Rounding out the defensive
squad are lineman Mike Ham·
merstein of Michigan, linebackers Michael Brooks of LSU and
Johnny Holland of Texas A&M,
deep backs Thomas Everett of
Baylor and Mark Moore of Oklahoma State, and punter Barry
Helton of Colorado.
White burst upon the scene lind
led the nation in rushing with a
Big Ten-record 1 ,908 yards, an
average of 173.5 yards per game.
Jackson, the early-season leader,
was hampered by nagging injuries in several games and '
finished third with 162.4 yards a
game, although his total ofl,786
rushing yards was second best
nationally.
White also led the nation in
scoring with 114 points on 19
touchdowns, while Jackson tied

for second with 102 points on 17
TDs. White and Jackson finished
fourth and fifth, respectively, in
all-purpose rushing.
Long was the nation's thirdranked passer, completing 231 of
351 passes for2,978 yards and 26
touchdowns in leading Iowa to its
first outright Big Ten championship in 27 years.
Williams caught 85 passes for
I ,047 yards, while McGee grabbed 50 for 947 yards. Smith,
Miami's all-time reception leader, caught 48 for 669 yards.
Besides White and Bosworth,
the only other sophomore on the
first team is Helton, who finished
second nationally in punting with
a 46.0-yard average, Lee made
good on 21 of 24 field goal
attempts and became the leading
kicker in NCAA history.
The All-America team includes seven juniors - Smith,
Brege I, Brooks, Holland,
Everett, Fulcher and Moore.
The team was selected by the
AP' s regional sports editors,
along with the college football
editor and the sports editor, .from
all-conference and all-sectional
lists.

lashing
back atthe
the turnovers
Sooner defense.
Staunching
which
plagued them throughout the first
half, the Lobos' deadly tandem of
Brenda Perry and Winifred Foster
poured in six points each as the
Lobos crept back into the game.
With Foster providing the inside
power and Perry adding her potent
outsidejumper,theLobosclosedthe
gap to 60-53 with 7 minutes left.
But UNM staunched its own rally,
effectively ending its hopes from the
so-called charity stripe, missing the
front end of two one-and-ones in key
situations. Plaguing them from the
outset, the Lobes finished the night
hitting only 56 percent from the free""' ,-.
throw line, while the Sooners conOn!l'
nectell on 81 percent of their
University of New Mexico Lobo Susan Sparks goes up for a attempts,
Capitalizing on the Lobos' errors
jump shot against Viki Streets of the University of Oklahoma
like the seasoned team they are, OU
Sooners, The 15th ranked Sooners defeated the Lobos

73-61 Monday night in the Pit.

made two baskets offUNM's misses
to virtually close out the contest.
"That's probably the hardest thing
about losing this basketball game,"
Hoselton said. "They fouled us and
we just couldn't make a shot We
we're doing everything else right at
that time."
Only fo\lr Sooners put their name
in the scoring column, but the duo of
Vickie Green and Jacquetta Hurley
was enough to improve OU's unblemished mark to 6-0 on the year. Tallying 18 of her game high 22 points
in the first half, Hurley was the calm

Daily Lobo Display Advertising
More Than 150 Typefaces Available
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Food/Fun

ARTISTS CONCEmONS SOUTHWEST ne<ds

HORSEBACX RIDING LESSONS. iJC'sin_nm to
advancc.lranene 822·8473,
12/16
PARIT! fOOD! CONCERT! This is the plate far
your classlrieds about RC:$tauraiU.t:, PaniC!, Food
Sales, Conteru, etc. 11 Food/Fun'' today!.
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starr (voluntal}'} help with magazine gain upcrience

worklna on An Magazine. Apply Marron Hall MWF
1!00-,:00; TThl:OCJ.,:OOor call277·1l2,.
12/16
INTERNATIONAL SlVDENT EXCHANGE, An

applicai.ion deadline or December 20 'has been set ror

thC one-to-one International student exthanaes to
SPAIN, FRANCE, SWITZERLAND, JAPAN,
MEXICO,CANAD/1, GERMANY and ENOLAND.
Application rorms arc available ai the Office of

lntem.iiUonaJ PrOgrams and Services, Mesa Vfsta
2111,277-4032,
MOSCOW•LE~JNGRAD,

12!11
19116. Summu prosram.

Contact: Roeder, PollcitaJ Science. 271~5447. 12/16
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AMERICAN CAPITALISM:
POWER AND RESPONSIBILITY
General Admission $60,00 Faculty $20.00
Graduate Students $15.00 Undergraduate $10.00
Register Now at the Anderson School of Management
Management Development Center 27i·2.525
Dates December l2tl1 & 131h
Symposium Site: UNM Center of Continuing Eduention
1634 University NE

THE SYMPOSIUM SCHEDULE:
~ ~od

_P,

~. 10~30

Mnseollu.

AM: SnirtJJ Group Seminar

Di~cussioriSi

• Ti1n Sass, Responsibility ottd t11·c Parm ·"Crisis\ Ati
E:r:onomic Perspective
.. Lothar Wirilcr-, Mariagemcnt Values· hr bi\'erso Cultures

.. Myrou Jones~ Capitolistn, Mlnoritit:'S, and Quall.ficufions
~ !-Jelen Muller, \Votrum a5 Managers: Dilenmuts and Options
J, N1i011: Ltit1cl1 at Cor!'finuing ltducotion Cent~r
4. 1;30 PM: Principal Talk. Charles B. Garron.

Give a gift certificate
to that someone special
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HOLISTIC SOCIAL ETJIICS:
TilE BISHOPS REQUEST FOR DIALOGUE

5.

Licv.1no,

.M11nogcm~nf

Jnsigl11s -Prom A .Lalin American

Pr.n;:jitxliVC'

THE MORALLY
SUCCESSFUL CAPITALISt:
CAN tiiERE BE ONE7

j PM; Small Group Setnlttar Discussions:
·Tomas Atlcriclo1 CNpilaJJ.mJ and Technology: lrhpricl Ot1
The linrlurlng Hispanic Cullum
~ Mith;icl Daly* Continuity ond Hcrilogf!: 1'he N(jCtJ Por
Qtio/iln!ive Analysis
~Jim l'brlcr & l'aol Kuoglcr, AcCOUflllrig n,!Sfklrlitlbllilles
ond i!lllltal GunsldcrlllioiiS
'

. ..

~

o. 4;30 PM: flwak
7. 7:30· PM: Allen JJarkriian's COitlttiCtltary on da,y's prit1CipaJ

speakers
n. 0:30; Open -~·otuni questions for all atid any of da~•'s speakers.
Friday, bccchlbcr 13.
t. 9 AM: P"ri11clpal iaJk. Allen_P'<trktilBn:
SOciAl. RESPONSIBILITY:
AN ECONOMIST'S APPROACH TO MORALITY

2. lO:tS AM: Small Gtoup Seminar Discussions:
• john Finkclsleiil, Insider lnformoiiQll And HcdgJllg lnleresi Rates
• Robert Schw•rlz, Hcollh Care Quru/ly And The Free Markel
Mentality
,
• Edwtlrd Phillir;s, Socidl Audilirig, Ift'C'Ording Social frwolvemenl:
IVJ1y And WhY Nat
Rog~r Jehensdtl, Tansfon Behtl.>eri Cdpitali~m Arid Dcrnottotic
&

Ptufidpnlion

-a.

tn The Workplace

11:~0 AM: ·Chari as

Curra·n:o;

Day•s spi!aker.!l
4. 12:30 PM: l.unch, followed by lalk ol UNM Presiderll Tam Farcr
5. 2:30 PM: Symj>t,hnn clos<:s
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MATHEIIIATICS, STATISTICS,

I

issue, The deidline
tubmJS51ons is
1986, Call the office or come by fol moie
Room 225 Marron Hall, phone 211-,52$.

between l :00 and $;00 otTTh between 3:00 and ':00,

Thursday, flee. 12:
1. 9 AM: Keynote, John

GUARANTEED

l:lroduttlve, inttnse <ram sessions for finals. 8l6N01.
12/ll
GENERAL BOOKkEEPING, PA.)'ROLL, word
prcxessina. 883--417.5: 821-2976.
1/23
GERMAN a FltENCH Trans1adon$j word
proceuing. Ca!J26,~1lo2.
12/16

NE.- across from-LI Delre''· 888-4778,
1fn
snrDY GUITAR AT Marc's Ouitar Center. FJ\'e
dtdicaftd profeuf_onal lnstructori. AU .styles, aJI
levels. Call us d 265-33!5, 143 HarvardSE.
1fn
PEIIFOIIMING ARTS STUDIO 2219 Lead AveSE,
25~1061. Ballet 1 Juz. VocalCoacblns.
tfn
CONTACT POUSHING SOLUTIONS C.,.y
Optical Company on tom iS juu west ofWashington.

1

Holiday Special

1\!ATHEMATICS TUTORING

tfn
EYEGLASSES INTERNATIONAL. SKILLED in
fitdn1 spcctatiC-5. Contact Lens. By Dr. R.,E, Bnalbb,
PAY LESS OPTICIANS, '019 Mcn1ul

r

at Kathryn

2,1,Cmil !!""' 'll'otk v{ d/•1 ted"!!.

SWEETHi\RT TELEGRAMS" SEND a personal
12116
IROKEN CASSETIE! WE r,.l Allo mue dupll<alo
copies. Cuseue Comer, 222 YaJeSE (J~.
12/16
'1

slfl thb Chriil·m.,. 242·2101,

sdmces. Experience-d Ph.D. R~onib!e. 26!1&7:7_99._

1118 San Mateo SE

wan6. 9ou.

Services

TUTORING

THE BEST OF TWO WORLDS!

C!o12L!Eptlom dotttflti1E~t

oasis in the Sooners' shabby firsthalf attack, as OU took a 38.-31 halftime advantage.
Taking up the slack for Hurley as
she sat out much of the final period
with four fouls, Green repeatedly
fended off the Lobos with her long
jumpers. With the loss, UNM fell to
0-4 on the year.
Foster paced the Lobes with 20
points, with guard Janice Branch
adding 14.
The Lobos host Southern Illinois
in a 7:30p.m. contest Saturday atthe
Pit.

R!:!sJIOnSc to

ACCURATE

INFORIIIATinN

ABOUT

tfn
""'"

traeepiioti, sleriliz.atidn, abortlo11. Riaht lo ChooSe,
294--0171.
tfn
PR£GNACV TESTJNG a couruellng.. Phone 247~

12116
CLUB l.:VF.NT1 MEET1NG7 W Noticiu is the
plaCe for you. Only 10 cents .per word pel" issue lor
UNM deparimenrs andorganb.atfons.
tfn

9819.

Personals

eluding spelling cOrrection, table of contents,
aiossary, index and graphics. Pick-up and deliver at

TO BETH So..._ HAPP\" Birthday tO Yoooo Harpy
Birthday Dear Hose-head, Hlippy Birthday iD"
Yoooolf And Tuwlay night will bequfreas::et Until
tonighl du:n .. ,yourFrlendMarJa P.
12/10
To- THE HANDSOME Sig 1 mel Thursday
night- !'II slve you an aw~ome lnl!Sage in achange foi' my bar.dtna,
fl/10
WAYNE ISOUNDIIIAN] FROM B.S.U. Banquet. I
wanllc meet _you! Wednesday1 StJS Opsrafrs Lounge
2:00- W(Jman Jn Red.
12/JO
f'RED I HOP& our relationship stays as: good a1 ii Js
now over Ch:ristmBS. I love yo·u aJot, Melinda. 12110
CEELAIIfAPPY 2hf-- You LOok Marvelous! We
love you, Litldilo Carla. Susan, Kevin• .Mikc1 Marcy,
Aprll, $tilccy, and tVcrydne·eJse,
12/10
HOT SHOT-. tHOSE new hi-top sneak.et! are so
Se~ty•. Don't Set tnc wroiis ... _J abo love your mind.
tltlt,_lryou don't mlnd,let's play footsie.
12/iO
VIC AS AN emotional female to a tationa; male •.•.J
1oveyou. Mary.
12/li>
CHERYL. GOOD LUCk ort Baken: IC$f and all the:
oihers. 'by the time we're done l think we both wlll be
te.adyco $kl ....... but ar~ our-bodies -_.haha.
fUio·
TIM tOU CANtiSt m)'mlstlnoe. l'rti :sliret won 1 t be:
usir;glt. Martin..
12110
TIM nlANKS FOR the beautirut (I'm sure at one
time it
Hwill always-hold a •-··special" place
crap up ybu'lt never tarn

UNM. S!.U/page.28J.57S4.
12111
99 CENtS PAGE, dtgreed typist. Fas], Northweil.
l4,•3H4.
12116
WORD .FOR WORD. 'Leucrqti!litywotd protts~lna,
$1.33/page, will pick up lind deliver, 345·7623, 12/16
QUA LilT TYPING·, 51.50/plll!• .NE. Morrilngsaild
evenlngsbefOre8 pm.29-:M641..
12116
WORD PROCESSING. OVER 5 Years c.~~~rlence,
Highest quality. Dissertations, theses, pipers,
F'amiliar with A£lA and UNM graduate SchOol
totmAf$, 296-3731,
!2116
QUALITY, FAST, REASONABLE word
s;rocessinK, resumes 1 tetin papert, theses, eur. 34$~
1748.
1120
ITPINGIWORO PROCfSSING. Done quickly,

tfn

Typing/Word Processing
TJiE ULTIMATE IN word processing service! fn·

atruta.tei.Y~
e~enings._

Vc:ry reasonable rates. 265·1961 day -or

12/16
••PLACE TO GET Youf Sttirr TyPcd 1\ Word~
processing, Rciu!nes, thesis-, dls~eri:ttloils and more.
Ttchntcai math, rnutti-Jingtial capabiiiiy. APA·tJNM
for'mat. Barbara Stewart. 268•jJ4~.
12116
TYPING OR WORDPROCESSINC. Edltfna S•os •
Keasonablerales~ all MRfiuScripU. 266-3372._
1211 ·1
QUALffY WORO PROCESSING. Aoademy Bl•d
•roa. NoncySll-1490.
12111
TYPING, FAST, ACCtiRATE, Afford•ble. 299·

1105,

,112

f.XPERT WORD PROCESSING, B.S. Enslish. 29Z·
6518.
12116
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES. NE He!ahts.
Cill29l~l08. 8 •m-7 pm,
12116

PROFf.SSlONAL TYPING. fAST1 &cCI.irate and
reliable._ ReaS:Oiuible rates. Call Xarenl94-4624.12/l6
FULL COLOit 'VIEWGMAPHS. compu!tt .gi'aphlcs

and technical wotd·J)tOCesslng,. Hfghest_quality. 2S'til
di5COtinf to u_NM -smdents/sl_arf. 266-jiS7t.
12!16

continued on page 12
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l'RO.Ft.SSIONAI. WORD PROCF.SSING, Pick-up
nndddlver.2B1-13B7.
12/16
l'llO!'ESSIONAL TYPIST. NE: llelshu. ~23·1865.
12/15
WORD PROCF.SSINGSERVICES. 884-7238.
tfn
I.ElTJiR QUALITY WORil prO.:mins. SI.SO/pg.
242·5427.
12116
£XPERIENCED TYPIST UNIVllRSJTYarea. Style
choices. Rea$onable. 255·4604.
12/15
PAPERWORKS266·1118.
trn

Housing

Autos
1971 PLYMOIJTII VALIANT. Good engine and
lites, unslghiiY body. $600.242-6750.
12/16
1?75 fORD .. 150 pickup rebuill enai11e, built· In tool
bo~, hold1 8$ gall of gas, good shape, S2400 OBO.
Call David 27M338; 242·8239.
.12/16
75 Cut;VY MALIBU C:lussio. Aulomatlc, AC, PS,
('ruise, pampered, oldie need~ new owner•.S950, 8831511;821-4221.
12111
1976 NOVA; 63.000 miles, AC, new tires, power
st.e~;ring, excell_ent engine, on~ owner, eKcellent
'ondition. $2300 or best offer. Call888·0809. 12/ll
'7R TOYOTA CELICA AMfFm, air, CII.<Selte, $1600.
Rum good!2~~·J041 or2fii·240J.
12/11
1970 IIUG, GREAT cijaf~e. 8000 miles on rebuild.
Good tires, body, Interior. 1400. 268·6441.
12/11
77 llONlJA CIVIC. Runs good. $600 obo. 823-4461.
.12111
1975 CIIRYSLE:R CORDOVA. While, sunroof, mas
wheel!. $1700 or best offer. 266.4091.
12111
MUST SEI,L 1973 Ford Courier. $1050.00 OBO.
293·2864.
12110
FOR SAU: 1970 VW Squnrcbnck S800. 345·7436.
be(ore 8 p.m.
12110
(;OOD RELIADL£ TRANSI'ORTATION. Mazd&
7J'RX2. ssoo ono. Call884-5022 evenlng.s. 12/16
1930 CIJEVErrE 4·CYLJNI)ER, driven Jrom Belen
tu Alhuc(uerque .1 years. $1500. Oood condhlon.
Looking for 112 ton truck. Call after .l:30: 1•864•
4785.
12111
1981 CAMARO Z18, Pb, ps, ac, am/fm. tp,
~utomatic, t-top. Bli4·5123 after$ p.m.
tfn

For Sale
liP 38·C FINANCIAL calculator $50 OBO. Batlery
cltnrgcr, manuals. 265·3986, mcssase.
12116
19BJ SUZUKI .RMl50 dlrtblkc, Excellent condition,
592s ono. 277·2491: 242·0642.
12116
PEAVEY DEUCE AMP, 110 watts RMS$200. Must
sale. Call David 277-5338 or 242·8239.
12116
MENS TREK 510 24", Rock, x·trlll, rarely ustd,
S2SOOD0.29J·09J$.
12116
SJ(I ROOTS: NORDICA Air System, new uppers,
grcal shape, men's 9V.: Nordica rear-entry, I sea<cn
old, women's 8; Best Offer. 265·7669; 255·3719.
12/16
API'LF. LISA COMPUTf.R; I mesabyie memory, S
megabyte profile, MacWorks, ofl1ee software, morel
Cheap! 821·$394 after S.
12116
CIU:ST 0 .. DRAWERS, SJO. 4'x8'conference table,
$60. Antique walnut desk wilh chair, $5$, Call David
at277·S338 or242-8239.
12116
WAI.Nl!'T DANISII·STYLE platform bed. Al'ltlqtie
nr<plnce equipment. 281·1 S79rvenlngs.
12/16
SUPER SAVER, ORLANDO Florida, 12124. S218
roundtrip, Cecelia 277·5444: 29?'8986.
IZ/10
MOVING SALE: COI.OR TV. fan, radio, chairs.
tables.- Iampi, china: mnny other Items. Till Oec. 22.
217·M2.l; 243·4327.
12111
MOPAR 4·SPEED MANUAL llllnsmilslon, SIOO.
345·1j69,
12/ll
I.ARGE SAMSONITt-: SUITCASE sllshily used.
SSO. Call344·ll40.
12116
180 CENTIMf.'TER WAXI.ESS Lovett'.s cross
country skis withpolcs S2S; abo Norskisite liV. boou
(women) and leg warmers worn only onc:t>. SJS, Call
Kathy298·U85.
12110
R.C.GORMAN PRINTS FOR !sale. 2'x3'. Great
Christmas gift. Cai1Jcff881·4478,S2S.
12116
CUSTOM CROMEl'dOLLY FRAME recumbent
bicycle less than 6 months old, 5700 OliO. Fat·
berwarc ce>nv~tion turbc>-oven S7S. 265-6588 before
8 a.m. or arter 8 p.m.
l2116
128K I'ORTABI.E COMPUTER. MS.DOS, word
proces§[ng, ccmmunications screen, printer., memory
included. IBM.compatabte. Weiahs lllbs. 265-4.!03.
12116

Covered

Wlragon

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

~1I~\1FJI/I•r• .
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••

FEMALE ROOMMA'fES NEEDED- Four
bedroom house, fireplace, washer/dryer. Wall!; to
Ur-IM, $180. 266·2997,
12/16
NOB HJI,L AIIEA. For rent: two-bedroom
townhouse close to UNM, Two enclosed Patios,
carport, new carpel, .dishwasher, disposal, $425/mo.
cali888-3JOO or eves 831-4604. 3911·0 SiiVCJ SE.
12/16
GRAD STUDENT SEEKS room, male, $100/mc.
close to ~ampus, prefer ncn~smoker. Louie 843-7636.
12/16
IIOUSEMA TE WANTED TO share two bed mom
mobllehome live minutes from UNM, Sl.SO!momh
plus !,; utilities, Washer and dryer Included. Call843•
6579.
12/16
TWO BLOCKS TO UNM. One bedroom apartment
for lease Dec. 16 through May 17th, Sl SO/me plus
utilities (including phone) wllh or without furniture to
the right person. 268-0965,
12/10
l.IOUSEMATE WANTED TO ~hare three bedroom
house one block from UNM Law/Med center. S17S
month V. uillltles. 268•3396.
12116
JJOUSEMATEWANTED JAN,l for hnmeln NW
valley, 5180 plus utilities. Private room w/bath. Non·
sme>ker, no pets, pret'cr graduate student. 345·7569,
12/ll
JJOUSEMATE WANTED. JIOME near (lib•on and
San Mateo$200 monthly, Callevenlngs268-0231.
12116
ROOMMATE WANTED LG./lbdrm, Triple~ $17.5
mo; 17SDD. !.ol udi.Ca11Tom25j·2180.
12111
AVAILABLE DEC.I6: COMFORTABLE, securtd,
partiallY rurnlshed two bedroom house In quiet north
campus neighborhood, Share wlih two students.
Non-smoker prermed. $200/mo plus Y.i utilities. Call
~68·535.5 or 25j-66J4.
12116
LESBIAN WOMON SEEKS same to share nice
house nearUNM. Non smoker, reiL!Ionablyneat. 517$
per month plus Y.i bllls. 243-7250.
12/16
BLOCK TO UNM Refurbished one and two bedroom
furnbhed apanmenls. Unfurnlshtd two bedroom
house also available 1/1186, No children or pets.
$285-$475.209-6 Columbia SE. 255·2685.
12116
I.ARGE EFFICIENCY APT, furnllhed, Utilities
paid, near UNM and TV I. E~cellenl condition, great
value. 23060arficld SE. 255·7129.
12/16

--·

•••
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Work-Study
NEED SOMEONE TO fill a work•study position?
Advertise. il'! the Lobo classifieds.
·
tfn

Travel
NEED A .RIDE to the Richland WA area for
Christmas? 265-6744 or 277-39,0. Keep trying, 12111
TRA VELJNG FOR X·l\IAoS? Call Auto Drlveaway
for lneJ<penslve travel possibilities, 345-4317. 12116
NEED RIDE TO Miami Occ. 26 or 27. Call Carolyn
242-6SSJ,
tfn
X·MAS BREAK SIU- Steamboat, CO. $270 (liS·
I/ II) includes tran!pcrtation, aecol)l, and lift tickets.
Call Student Travel277·2336.
12/16
TAKING A TRIF? Adverlisc your trip, adventure or
rid~ needs in Ihe Dally Lobo,
tfn

Lost and Found
..OUND IN WOMEN'S room Mitchell Hall. Watch.
Identify and claim at 131 Marron Hall,
12/ll
rr YOUR LO!!T keys aren't here, Chris opens locks
and fils keys, Chris's Indoor Store, 119!11 Harvard
SE, directly behind Natural Sound. 262·2107. 12/11
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00 a.m.Jo4:00.p,m,daily,
ifn

Employment

MisceUaneous

COMPUTER OPF.RATO~: .LOCAL CPA firm.
R.uns Jan.·Aprll. Fle~U)ie hours. ASM studcn·
1/candidote preferred. Cnll293·2150 forintervtcw.
12/16
DELIVER THE LOBO. MUst have truck or van.
Wage plus mileage. Work 7;00.10:30 AM M·F. Apply
Marron Hall Room 131, M·F8·5.
12/16
PART·TIME, CLERK-stocker, MUst be over 21.
Apply In person. SaveWay Liquors, '516 Menaul
Blvd. NE.
12/16
SELL ORIGINAL HANDCRAFTED and crystal
jewelry. Your own hours. 265-3944.
12116
PART·TIME PERSONAL s~relary needed, Must
have own transportation. Call James Shelton 265·
4625.
12116
RES...ARCJI BUSINESS STUDENT w~ntcd.
December and January. Subjeacl pre>curemcntlproj~t management. Rate ncsotiable. M. Burks
265·0195.
12116
DESPERATELY SEEKING SANTA, The Oeneral
Stores.
12116
"DAILY I.OBO" JIIRING I boat reporter, I
legislative reporter (or spring term. E~perlenced
reporters only. Bring clips. Call 217·1521 IL!Ik for
Kelly or Jo.
lfn

CHRISTMAS WARMTH I PEACOATS 1 navy style.
Also variety militarY jackets, hats, sweoters. Kauf•
man's West. A real army and navy ste>re. 1650
Eubank NE. 293-2300.
12116
AFFORDABLE LEATHER JACKETS. Now in
stock SSO.SJOO while supplies last. Kaurman's West.
A Real Army and Navy Store. 1660 Eubank NE, 293·
2300.
12/16
HOLIDAY GOURIIIET GIIT Baskets from Creative
Catering Personalized and Delivered. Rebecca 242·
3736.
12116
BINOCUURS FOR CJIRJSTIIIAS? Of course!
Steiner, Brunton, Apollo, and more. Many sizes.
Prices for all budjcts, Kaufman'-• West, A Rtal Army
and NavySiore.l660 Eubank NE._293·2300. 12116
COMPUTER TIME FOR rent by the hour. Near
UNM. Rick 262..(1066,
12116

ENGINEERS
Get management
responsibility with
your engineering
degree.
Openings in
civil/nuclear/
marine/mech/elec engin
mgmt for grads
to age 27.
Starting salary $28,700
up to $40,000
in four years.
Excerlent benefits.
10-10 MON.-SAT.
12·5 SUNDAY
3500 CENlAAL SE
202·1900

Call
Dept. of the Navy

at
1-800-354-9627.

The annual personal Christmas message
section of the Doily Lobo classified;
will run through the remaining issues
of the 1985 Fall semester.
Special rare of 10 cents
per word per issue
for students'
personal
messages,

ANTIQUES AND TREASURF.S. 4803 .Lomas NE,
Vintage Clothing, M·Sni. 10-5:30, 268-6008. 12/10
BEADED, SEQUINE:lJ, I!HINESTONEF/i unique
gifls and holiday wear, Cashmere, fur, wool c<>ats
20Ufo off. At ON B~OADWAY, SE corner of
Broadway and Lead, Tuesclay·Saturday 11·6, .243·
4774.
12/11
(:HRISTl\IAS ATKAUFl\IAN'S, Gif!s for the whole
famiiy. Mash trivia. games, fatigues, hats, binoculars,
nis))t )ac~ets, much more, Kaufman's West. A real
Army and Navy store. 1660 Eubank l'/E. 293·2300.
12/16
CAN'T GO W..ONGI Gift oertlilcales, we'll add
JOo/o, Kaufman's West. A Real Army and Navy
Store, 1660 Eubank NE, 293·2300,
12/16
GIVE A GIF'f to feed the spiritl A Course in Miracles
hardbound $40; scftcover S2S. Open Mind
Jlookstore, 222 Yale SE. 10-6,
12116
GRADUATING OR BETWEEN jobs? Waiting for
your company benefits? Short term major medical
health Insurance. Reasonable rates. )im Sweeney,
Manual L,ujan Agency, 266·7771.
12/16
PHONES, WIRING, JACKS Installed, Save SO%
over phonecompany. 242·1558.
12/16
ADOPTION WANTED- LOVING, financially
secure fal)lily wallis to adopt infant or toddler; all
expenses paid. Call873-3032 evenings'and weekends,
12/.11
GENTLEMEN'S BATHE & SIIA VE Section at Bqdy
Bueno offers the finest l)len's toiletries, aloe shave
gels, famous Royall Bay after-shaves, One razors,
12/11
mustache care kits, and more,
WANTED: VAN, CAMPER, or tratler t<> rent or
lease. Needed Oec. 27 until Jan. 13. Call243-838l.
12111
FOR VINTAGE CHRISTMAS valvets and sparkly
New Year's a!lire. Visit the Turquoise Flamingo, 120
Amherst NE,' In l))e Nob Hill SHopping dlmict, 2550101.
12116
LOOKING FOI! A special glfl for a friend, lover,
mother, father, or y<>ungster7 Body Bueno has fresh
gift ideiL!I and affordable luxury- AND a special
selecllon ofstockins stuffers,
12/16
WILL JIOUSE SIT for holidays, local p.rofessional
women. Call2SS-9?78, evenings.
12/10
EYEGLASSES, WIJOLESALE TO the public.
Quality generic and designer eyewear at wholesale
prices. Sport. frames and sunglasses, Duncdaln
Opticians. 255·2000. 118 Washington SE.
tfn
CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS! Place your ad
today, 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

MELINDA -1'0 SHOW you that l too am in the
holiday spirits here is a HAPPY HOLIDAYS wishlo
you. Tllankx for the help you're offering to gel my
"cheese-n·crackers" back togethcrl k.
12110
DARRELL, GOOD LUCK on finals. Merry X-mas.
See ya in a me nih if not sooner. Kiss, Kiss, Mel.l2/10
JEAI';ElTE W. SORRY YOU flushed your keys
down I he totletll May Santa search the sewer for you,
Sympathetically, Whammer Jammer Y. Merry
12110
Christmas.
ON THE SECOND day of Chriltmru, my true love
save to me ... Leas' TummY Muscles. JD's.
12/10
YULE BE GLAD to hear that STUDENTS can
spread Christmas cheer for only }(]CENTS per word
per issue In the Dally Lobo's Yule.Log section Dec:, 6
to Dec. J6(flveissues).
tfn

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
56 Nut
PREVIOUS
58 Yukon's
PUZZLE SOLVED
1 Austrian coin
neighbor
60 Met goers
6 Blue shade
11 Rolled tea
63 Supply needs 1!.;.1;,+.;+.:-it:;.
14 Sarcasm
66 Party
t;.I;;..J:.~j,;.fj:l'liillif.Pn15 Wicked city 67 Baby grand
i+.oF.-t!ifiio~!M
16 ~Angeleno 68 Mimicry
17 Moslem spirit 69 Asian coin
18 Double~
70 Scotch isle
71 Arete
crossers
20 Even~
22 Harass
DOWN
23 Can. prov.
1 Delve
25 Wear
2 Old custom
28 Weight
3Squeeze
allowance
4 Ms.loos
29 In favor of30 Tooth expert 5 large salmon
32 Short time
26 ~ ·dong
6 Aft
48 Period
24 Going In
7 Guido's
27 Italian noble 50 Blemishes
39 Played again
gamut
30 Fal- 51 Lodge
42ArmyVIP
8 Wedding vow 31 looks arter 52. Indian, e.g.
43 Goes back
9 Charpoy
33 Heart
53 Combat
over
10 Give off
35 Sandpiper
55 Giraffe's kin
45 Skin
11 Net
36 Watered
57 California
46 Finds
12 Turk or Arab 37 Designator
valley
49 Comparative 13 Resource
38 Mad look
59 Cliff
suffix
19 Encountered 40 CoiL subj.
61 Wood
50 Pack
21 letter
. 41 Tenth: pref. 62 Swiss river
54 Meat dish
23 Subsequently 44 Grassland
64 Work: pref.
55 Monster
24 Mr. Greene 47 lobster part 65 Grain
ACROSS

The Yule Log is Here

OLDTOWN

:

fOR SALE; tO-speed bicycle. Kct<usal. Excellent
condition. SJOO. 299-8628.
12/10
COrrON FUTONS, ZABUTONS, Zafus. Bright
Future Futon Co, 2424 Garfield, SE. 268·9738. 12/16
DIJY SELL TI!ADF. Good used tires wheels custorn
stock mounting spin balancina repairs. SPECIAL
DISCOUNT WITH UNM ID, World Wheels, .255·
6382; 3501 Central NE.
tfn

NEWLY I'AINTED LARGE and quiet I bedroom
apt. on Grand NE. Walk to UNM, hospitals or
dow111own. 0!1 but route, off street parking, stove,
.refrig.. carpertd, and draped, Storage closets, small
children floe. No pels, $300 plus security, 821·8210;
SBJ.5227; 821-5497.
12/16
ROOMMATE WANTED. GRAD student. for 2
bedroom furnlshe<:l apartment 4 bloc~s from UNM,
All Utilities paid. $190 rermonth. 265-5074,
12/11
NICE l BEDROOM townhouse close 10 UNM. Dishwasher disposal w/d hookups, private yard, covered
carport. $425/mo. 391 I Sliver SE. Dillon Real Estate
294-1459 evenings296-1732.
12/16
ROOMMATETOSHAREhouse.l milefrom UNM.
150 month plus !4 urn. 247-9361.
· 12110
TOWNHOUSE APARTMENT l bedroom, I bath,
Washer, dryer hookup, rree table TV, private Yard.
University and Stadium orea. $350, with fireplace
$400. Dillon Rcal Estate. 294-14$9,
tfn
TilE CITADEL: SUPERB lccailon ncar UNM and
downtown. Bus service every ~0 minutes. I bedroom
e>r efficiency, $310 to 5395, Allulilltles paid. Deluxe
klichcn with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Aduli
couples, no pets. Open Sundays. 1520 Unlvcrsliy NE.
243·2444.
1fn
.f'oR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
NE. $260/mo., for one person, $280/mo, for 2
persons, all Utilities paid, SI7S security deposit. Fully
furnbhed, security locks and laundry facilliie•• No
children or pels, .Please call befole 6:00 In the
evening, 266·8392,
trn
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